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X C I V .  Proceedings of Learned Societies. 

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

[Continued from p. 284.] 

January 21st, 1920.--Mr. G. W. Lamplugh, F.R.S., President, 
in the Chair. 

Mr. RICltiR~ Drxo~ Of,])~ig, F.R.S., V.P.G.S., gave a de- 
monstration on a Mode l  to I l l u s t r a t e  t he  H y p o t h e s i s  of  a 
s o m e w h a t  R i g i d  C r u s t  r e s t i n g  on a s o m e w h a t  Y i e l d i n g  
S u b s t r a t u m ,  as a p p l i e d  to  t h e  P r o b l e m  of  t h e  O r i g i n  
of  M o u n t a i n - R a n g e s .  

He remarked that geodetic measurements in the Himalayas, the 
Pamirs, and the Andes show that in each case there are systematic 
departures from equilibrimn, in the form of parallel zones in which 
the surface-level stands alternately above and below the level of 
equilibrium, the differences being very considerable, and amounting 
to the equivalent of somewhat over 2000 feet thickness of rock of 
average density. These zones run parallel to the direction of the 
axis of greatest elevation of the range, and are explicable by an 
hypothesis that  the elevation of the ranges was due to direct uplift 
produced by changes in volume of the material underlying the 
crust, if this material be supposed to possess a certain linfited 
amount of compressibility or plasticity and the crust to have a 
certain amount of rigidity, which would offer resistance to an 
exact adjustment of the uplift of the surface to the varying amount 
of uplifting force developed in the material below the crust. 

The model is designed to visualize the consequences of such an 
hypothesis. I t  consists of two strips of spring steel, supported at 
regular intervals by connecting links to a series of blocks cap~tble 
of vertical movement. For one strip these links are of fixed 
length, representing a condition in which surface-elevation will be 
exactly equivalent to the magnitude of the uplifting force. For 
the other the links have a limited possibility of variation in length, 
representing a condition where the rigidity of the crust is ~iven a 
certain possibility of influence on the resulting elevation of the 
surface. On giving differences in height to the elevating blocks, 
to represent the varying amount of uplifting force supposed to 
exist under the mountain-range, it is found that the two strips do 
not run at the same level, but  the second runs alternately higher 
and lower than the first, just a s geodetic measurements have shown 
is the case in the great ranges of mountains. The model is of no 
value as evidence in favour of the hypothesis which it was designed 
to fllustlufe, but is regarded as o. ~ some interest in visualizing the 
consequences of an hypothesis which seems worthy of closer in- 
vestigation than it has yet received. 
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826 G eolojical Soc~et.~/. 
February 4~h.--Ml'. G. W. Lamph@~, F.R.S., President, 

in the Chair 

The following communication was read : -  
'Geological Sections through the Andes of Peru and Bolivia: 

I f - - F r o m  the Port  of B~ollendo to the Inambarl River.' By 
James Archibald Douglas, M~.A., B.So., F.G.S. 

Tile paper gives a description of a geological section across the 
Andes of Southern Peru, from the port of MTollendo to the Iuam- 
bari River, a tributary of the Madre de Dies. 

The deflection of the Pacific coast-line of South America north 
of Ariea towards the north-west brings to light a zone of ancient 
granite and gneiss comparable with the rocks of the coastal 
Cordillera of Chile. These rocks are shown to be of 'alkaline '  
type, and are contrasted wigh the ' c a M e '  granodiorites forming 
the batholitie core of the Western Cordillera. I t  is suggested that 
their formation preceded the uplift of the folded chains. 

The Jm'assie zone of Northern Chile has been almost entirely 
stripped from the underlying platonic core, but its continuation 
has been proved at more than one locality, and in the inter-Andeau 
region strongly-folded fossiliferous beds of Bajoeian age are found 
beneath an unconformable Cretaceous series. The batholitic core 
is shown to comprise at least three distinct phases of plutonie 
intrusion, represented by granodiorites, diorites, and adamellites. 

The volcanic cones of the Western Cordillera have given rise to 
an extensive series of lavas and tufts comparable with the 5Iauri- 
River Series of Bolivia. 

Cretaceous limestones here take the place of the red gypsiferous 
sandstones farther south, and are transgressive on to Devonian 
rocks. The latter contain abundant fossils of Lower Hamilton 
age. 

The post-Cretaceous line of dioritie intrusion, formerly described 
as running through Core Core and Comanche, once more appears 
on the line of section. 

The Permo-Carboniferous fauna of Bolivia has not~ beeu dis- 
covered in the district here described, but beds of similar lithologieal 
character are found o~,erlying fossiliferous limestones assigned to 
the highest part of the Avonlan sequence. The eastern flanks of 
the Cordillera are composed of a great thickness of barren shales, 
slates, phyllites, and mica-schists, the only fossils discovered being 
gr~ptolites of Llanvirn age. 

This area is further characterized by a well-marked ' alkaline' 
province of igneous rocks, comprising el~olite-syenite-porphyry 
and rocks eloselyrelated to laurvikite, ditroite, and durbachite. A 
comparison is made with ,~ section drawn through Northern Chile 
and Bolivia (from Ariea to the Bolivian Yungas), and an attempt 
is made to reconstruct the history of the Cordillera. 
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